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Defer Tenure Asked
Of Chancellor Dumke

NIXON PROTESTThousands of protesters confronted evening, the protest erupted into what a White House aide
police lines as they waited for a glimpse of President Nixon, termed the worst demonstration the President has faced
following his San Jose speech Thursday night. Later in the since taking office.
-Daily photo by Tim Tittle

Different Rallying Points

Violent Action Splits The People
By RAY TESSLER
Daily Political Writer
Both President Nixon and San Jose
radical organizations now have a rallying point after the confrontation Thursday night which left four arrested and a
mass of bitter memories.
The President is engaging in last
minute campaigning using the nearviolent protest, which involved be;..veen
1000-2000 demonstrators and 150 police,
as a catalyst for a "law and order"
program.
VOTER REACTION
Radicals and protest organizers,
meanwhile, feel a great accomplishment has been made due to the irnpres,.ive turnout.
Moderate and liberal dissidents
would balk at the jeering and obscenities which took place because of potential voter reaction toward the right. But
Thursday’s crowd internalized the view
that it is meaningless whether Gov.

Reagan or Jess Unruh wins. They portrayed complete frustration and distrist
in the American political system.
Nothing paralleling the event has
been seen in San Jose in recent years

A News
Analysis
including the volatile reaction to the
May Cambodian invasion.
CRYING
Perhaps the rancor of the demonstration has far overshadowed those
who were present as a silent protest
against Mr. Nixon. Many young protestors left the San Jose Civic Auditorium
crying. The confrontation with police,
the damage to property and the hatefilled atmosphere had not been what
they wanted.
A.S. President Bill Langan said

SDS Organizes Meeting
For Rally, Demonstration
In preparation for tomorrow’s rally
and demonstration at St. James Park.
the Students for a Democratic Society
will hold a mass meeting today at 10
a.m, in the College Union Umunhum
Room, according to Lance Jobson, SJS
SDS coordinator.
Jobson said there would be intensive
work done in the community today and
tJrnorrow to get more people informed
and involved.
The main thrusts of tomorrow’s rally,
which will run simultaneously with an
SDS rally in Detroit, are to support the
striking auto workers and to forward
the idea that "elections are a hoax."
The rally, beginning at 4 p.m., will
include skits and several speakers and
will be followed by a march down First

Street, which will end in a demonstration in front of Phelps Oldsmobile,
525 S. Market St.
"Our main thrust is to build a fighting
alliance with workers, who are hurt the
most by racism and war. Students
haven’t got the power to effect change
themselves, so we’ve got to form an
alliance," said Jo Jobson.
Jobson added that SDS would also
like to eliminate the belief that the
Weatherman group is a faction of SDS.
He said that SDS does not advocate the
bombings and that the bad publicity has
only contributed to causing greater
divisions among the people, hampering
the progress of the movement tremendously.

They helped raise Nixon’s popularity
in the polls in that they probably helped
change many uncommitted votes."
Many non -protestors went away
hating "the kids" and many enraged
demonstrators went home more
intensely resentful against the police
and the political front runners of the
American policy they despise.
IL used to be that e crowd of idealistic
young people would chant "Peace,
peace, peace." But not anymore.
And maybe two years of what they
consider no change in American institutions has evolved into hating chants
and obscenities rather than hopeful
pleadings for peace.
HARSHNESS
Stoical coolness on the pa t of police
gave way in the waning moments of the
demonstration to harshness. People
related being told to move, but before
they could take more than a step many
were thrown against cars by police
who were as resentful of student
protestors as students are of what
police represent.
Surely police were provoked by calls
of "pig" and a number of middle
fingers waved their way. Surely the
demonstrators were offended by the
martial sight of armed, uniformed
police. Somehow that sight can easily
be equated with the sight of violence
continuing in Vietnam.
CAR PELTED
The first eruption of violence occured
as Mr. Nixon’s limousine moved down a
hastily formed route through the
demonstrators. As he left his car was
pelted with small rocks and pieces of
glass scooped up from the parking lot
pavement behind the auditorium.
No doubt the President perceives that
he is not highly popular in collegiate
circles. No doubt he’ll declare the
stoning an example of the "radical
few."
Meanwhile the issues that are tearing
apart the nation and causing father -son
arguments over the dinner table
remain clouded by the issue of violence.

By PAM STRANDBERG
Daily Political Writer
The Academic Senate of the California state colleges has passed a resolution asking that Chancellor Dumke
defer action on his proposals for the
revision of tenure rules until the senate
has time to consider the proposals.
The three proposals are:
That the probationary period prior
to granting tenure be increased from
four to seven years. This does not preclude tenure being awarded earlier
than seven years.
That tenure be limited to associate
and full professors.
That only tenured faculty members
participate in retention, promotion and
tenure deliberations.
According to Dr. Lee R. Kerschner,
state college dean of faculty affairs and
spokesman for the chancellor, Dr.
Dumke has not yet indicated whether
his proposals will be acted upon or discussed at the Nov. 23-24 trustee’s
meeting.
Dr. Levern F. Graves, chairman of
the Academic Senate, said in an interview that the senate has not taken a
position on the chancellor’s proposals
because they are too vague.
Dr. Graves said that the chancellor
hasn’t really made proposals, rather he

Daily’s ’New Look’
This issue of the Spartan Daily
sports a "new look," as a new nameplate has been adopted.
Mike English, the Daily’s editorial
cartoonist, designed the new masthead. It was one of 13 designs sub-

By SANDY ROOKAIRC
Daily Investigative Reporter
Roughly 2,000 students in
e San
Jose area have been working on the
various campaigns this election year,
according to a Spartan Daily survey.
College, junior college, high school
and even some junior high school
students have been involved in activities ranging from envelope stuffing to
campaign planning.
Approximately 550 students have
been working in the John Vasconcellos
campaign I Dem.-24th Assembly
District, which is the largest number of
students working in any one ca.npaign.
UNRUH
The Jess Unruh (Dem.-Gov.)
campaign followed in popularity with
500 students.
According to a spokesman from
Reagan campaign headquarters, from
35-40 students have been campaigning
with them.
Some campaigns utilized relatively
few students, not because there was no
student interest, but because a tightknit group of two or three professionals
plan and execute the entire campaign.
Generally speaking, more high school
students have been active in campaigns
than any other single category.
Spokesmen from two campaign headquarters stated that some high school
government teachers required their
students to volunteer for campaign
work.

Black Women’s Past Non -Human
about? That man over there say that
women needs to be helped into
carriages and lifted over ditches, and to
have the best place everywhere.
Nobody ever helps me into carriages,
or over mud puddlesand aren’t 1 a
woman?
"Look at me! Look at my arm." And
she showed her bulging muscles
acquired from toil. "I’ve plowed and
planted and gathered into barns, and no
man could heed me...And aren’t I a
woman?
"I could work as much as a man, and
eat as much, when I could get it, and
bear the lash as well. And aren’t I a
woman?
"Where did your Christ come from?
From God and a woman! Man had
nothing to do with it!"
As Arthur Fauset points out in his
God’s
book, "Sojourner Truth:

Faithful Pilgrim" this black woman
was the subject of much ridicule for
crusading for both the rights of blacks
and women.
HELL FOR BLACK WOMEN
Although white women were treated
as sub-humans, the black woman
wasn’t even allowed that distinction.
Black women were debasecLs to the non status of non-human.
The numbe,- of black women and men
kidnaped from Africa over the
centuries is impossible to judge
accurately, writes Eleanor Flexner in
her book, -Century of Struggle", but
the estimates run as high as 20 million.
Survivors of the "hell on water" slave
ships were probably one-third to onehalf as many as were captured by the
white slavers. About one third of the
blacks were women.

mined and voted on by the editorial
and advertising staff members and
the faculty of the Department of
Journalism and Advertising.
It replaces a nameplate which had
been in use for nearly a decade.

Student Volunteers
Aiding Candidates

Bared Lash and Children
EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the
fourth in a series of analytical articles on the role of women in history.
By JEANNE STRANG
Dully Staff Writer
"....And aren’t I a woman?"
These words came at the end of a
speech given at the 1851’s Women’s
Rights Convention by a black woman
who had been a slave, but was now an
Abolitionist leader and preacher.
Sojourner Truth was her name and
she spoke the truth as she saw it in
simple but potent language.
TRUTH SPEAKS
"Well, children, where there’s so
much racket there must be something
out of kilter. I think that between the
Negroes of the South and the women of
the North all talking about rights, the
white men will be in a fix pretty soon.
"But what’s all this here talking

has made "vague autlines of proposals.
"If he has proposals," Dr. Graves
said, "we want to see them so we can
act upon them."
PROPOSAL UNCLEAR
Dr. Graves cited the proposal that the
probationary period prior to granting
tenure be increased from four to seven
years as unclear because it specifically
does not preclude tenure being granted
earlier than seven years.
The Chancellor’s Council of State College Presidents has already endorsed
the chancellor’s proposals, and SJS
President John H. Bunzel endorsed the
plan Wednesday.
Dr. Rex J. Burbank, assistant
academic vice president, said in an
interview that he approves of the proposed seven-year probationary period.
"It gives us a really good chance to
look at a person and size him up," he
said.
EARLY CONSIDERATION
"Actually we have only three years to
consider a faculty member for tenure
because decisions are made early in the
fourth year.
"That isn’t enough time to size up a
faculty member in terms of his growth,
improvement, and effectiveness as a
tvicher as well as his promise as a

The people were "chained in pairs to
platforms of benches which occupied
most of the floor space, sometimes with
as little as eighteen inches between the
’floor’and’ceiling!" writes Flexner.
The only privilege women were
allowed was that they were locked up in
a separate room. "The black women
were packed ’spoon -fashion,’ they often
gave birth to children in the scalding
perspiration from the human cargo,"
wrote E. F’ranklin Frazier in his book
"The Negro Family in the United
States."
THROWN OVERBOARD
When the black people died from the
abuse they were often thrown
overboard. Numerous slaves were
thrown overboard because they were
sick and the slave traders reasoned
they were no longer "worth" anything.
Continued on page 3.

The majority of students have been
doing routine campaign tasksstuffing
envelopes, mining errands, filing and
answering phones. Some have been
utilized for precinct work which
involves leafletting and public contact.
The Stuart McLean (Rep. -10th
Assembly District) and Charles Gubser
Rep. -10 Congressional District campaigns are distinctive because students
have been utilized in key planning,
communication, organizing and
research positions.
Sixty to 70 per cent oh the McLean
full-time people are students. In fact,
his campaign manager is a Stanford
senior.
DIVIDED OPINION
A New York Times’ article last week
maintained that students have been
less active in this election than in
previous ones, however, spokesmen in
the San Jose area expressed divided
opinion on that subject.
One spokesman stated that students
are as "interested and involved" as in
other campaigns. Another said that
although she couldn’t document her
opinion, she felt students hadn’t been as
"interested" this year.
A third said that generally students
had been very enthusiastic, but added
that the candidates this election didn’t
generate the kind of student support
and enthusiasm the Kennedys inspired.

scholar and his professional contributions."
Dr. Burbank said that a seven-year
probationary period is a standard of the
American Association of College Professors.
The reason the California State
College System has a four-year probationary period is that it originally was
under the State Board of Education, Dr.
Burbank said.
Schools under the board have a threeyear probationary period and the state
colleges were changed to a four-year
probationary period soon after they
were put under the Board of Trustees
seven years ago, he added.
The chancellor’s proposal to limit
tenure to associate and full professors
would assure that tenure be granted
only to those who can be promoted, Dr.
Burbank said.
This would eliminate the granting of
tenure of those who cannot be promoted
for such reasons as not having required
degrees, he added.

Judicial
Offices
Reopened
Dennis Edmondson, A.S. personnel
selection officer, announced Friday
that all 40 applicants for the four judicial openings will receive interviews.
Edmondson has tentatively scheduled interview days for Nov. 10-12. He
plans to check those days with the other
four members of the judicial Selection
Board. If schedule conflicts arise he
will ask all members who can’t attend
all sessions to appoint permanent
replacements.
Board members, in addition to Edmondson, are: Matsu Furuyama and
Mike Buck, student representatives;
George Gnesdiloff, advisor to student
government; and Bill Johnson, faculty
representative.
Edmondson and Carlos Averhoff,
A.S. Councilman and Furuyama’s
replacement on the Judicial Selection
Board, addressed the council Thursday
to explain errors in the initial selection
process. They pointed out that as many
as 25 applicants had never been interviewed and that quorums could not be
reached for most of the interviews.
Council voted to rescind the original
selection and to reopen the board by a 76 margin.

Four Arrested
At Nixon Talk
Non -Students
Four persons were arrested in Thursday night’s demonstration following
President Nixon’s speech at the San
Jose Civic Auditorium. None were SJS
students.
The four arrested were Gayle M.
Justice, 31; Doyle Dean Hartline, 21;
Ronald John Cosetti, 29; and Randy
Lewis Prodanovich, 20.
According to the SJS Registar’s
office, none of the four are registered
for the current semester.
Justice, a hospital worker, was
charged with battery. Hartline was
booked on charges of urging to riot and
disturbing the peace.
Cosetti and Prodanovich were both
charged with disturbing the peace.

Student Coalition Appeal
Asks Tenure for Ogata
A coalition of students issued a
written proposal to the Economics
Department Friday condemning the
departrnent for its refusal to consider
student reviews, opinions, and evaluations in the recent tenure denial of
Professor Mamoru Ogata.
The student proposal further condemned the department for what they
called, decisions based on political and
personal prejudices having nothing to
do with the academic qualifications of
Ogata.
In an attempt to correct irresponsible
decisions within the department the
student proposal called for a
"reversal" of the Economic Department’s decision against Ogata.
Also, the students demand called for
the dismissal of a department
appointed spokeiman as Ogatas representative and that Ogata be allowed to

choose his own representative.
Dr. Burbank, Assistant Academic
Vice President, commented on the
proposal for Ogata choosing his own
representative as "not making any
sense at all."
Demands for the Economic department to show cause for its decision to
deny Ogata his tenure and that the
information be made public were also
listed.
Finally the students demanded
representation with full voting rights on
all departmental issues.
Ogata’s tenure case now moves to the
School of Humanities and Arts Tenure
Committee for reconsideration.
"It’s hard to say, but only
(xcasionally are tenure cases overruled, but it depends on the circumstances and facts presented,"
commented Dr. Burbank.
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Ed. Note The two preceding articles which appeared in this column
dealt with socializing medical and
legal aid. This concluding segment
on social democracy concerns
attracting young people into these
professions under such a governmental system.
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Since a socialized system of legal and
medical aid would entail payment to
physicians and attorneys from a national
fund rather than from individual patients
and clients, many people have ogrued
that the annual income of individuals in
these professions would be drastically
reduced.

Editorials

Nixon and Despair
What happened following President Nixon’s speech in San Jose Thursday is
yet another example of the escalating violence and polarization that
permeates the United States.
An aide to Mr. Nixon called the rock-throwing, obscenity -shouting crowd the
worst demonstration the President has faced during his term in office.
A Spartan Daily reporter on the scene said, "I’ve never seen so much hate in
my life," as on the faces of the youthful demonstrators.
National newsmen are comparing the action with Mr. Nixon’s trip to
Caracas, Venezuela when he was spat upon, stoned, and reviled as vice president.
Following the President’s speech to a wildly enthusiastic audience at the
San Jose Civic Auditorium, in which he said, "The violent radical few.. are not
the majority of young Americans," the President faced over 1,000 demonOra tors, and the mood of the evening turned ugly.
As the dissidents shouted profanity, the President mounted the hood of his
limousine and waved his hands in the "V" salute. It was a defiant gesture and
it took some guts to stand up only 300 feet from the menacing crowd. But, as
one newsman said, "It was like waving a red flag in front of a bull."
The Santa Clara County Sheriff’s Tactical Squad sent a flying wedge into the
crowd, clearing a path for the Chief Executive’s entourage. As the black
limousine passed through the crowd, secret service men surrounding it, the
demonstrators threw rocks, eggs and bottles and spouted the foulest language
they could. The police, sheriff’s officers, California Highway Patrolmen, and
FBI agents beat back the crowd, including many who just came to watch.
When the press buses passed through the crowd, they too were hit by rocks
and bottles.
Certainly Mr. Nixon should be protested. Ask the unemployed aerospace
workers who picketed the building what they think of his economic policies.
How can we be expected to swallow all of his campaign rhetoric. (He said Sen.
Murphy, who has taken over $200,000 from Technicolor, Inc. since he joined
the Senate, has "unquestionable honesty, unquestionable integrity.")
But what was accomplished by the violent confrontation? George Murphy
won a few votes, no doubt, in reaction to the violence. The country was pulled
farther apart. And college students, SJS students in particular, will get the
rap, even, if, as Mr. Nixon said in his speech, it is a "bum rap." There are
24,000 students at SJS, and all will get the blame for the actions of only a few.
And all that is left is despair.
Despair that President Nixon talks of "bringing us together" while unleashing Spiro Agnew to slash at all who disagree with the administration.
Despair that in the mind of the public, all college students, or nearly all, are
represented by rock -throwing revolutionaries.
Despair that rational dialogue has broken down so much that obscene
slogans have replaced discussion on so many occasions.
Despair that there is so little being done about the root causes of student
unrest.
Despair in that it does not look like things are going to get any better.
Despair, and the country comes apart.

’Ghetto’ Dwellers
The slum conditions many SJS students are forced to live in became evident
this week when students residing in a Fifth Street boarding house made their
problems public.
The building, located at 505 S. Fifth St., is a disgusting run-down shack,
inhabited by students who could not afford the high cost of the so-called
"luxury" apartments dotting the campus area. San Jose city officials must
take a stand to insure this type of condition does not continue.
The boarding house, complete with mold-covered showers, is owned by a
uerkeley resident. Like others who own apartments in the area, absentee
landlords seem to think they can ignore their renters and continually fail to
make necessary repairs to their facilities.
A clause in the lease of the Fifth Street boarding house states that students
must pay an additional $1 charge for the use of an electric heater or electric
blanket. To further complicate matters, the main heater in the building is
located in the center of the boarding house.
Therefore, students residing in the outer part of the house receive little or no
heat. Some of the students claim this is a tactic by the owner to gain additional
income. We tend to agree.
According to city building inspectors, the owner has made several illegal
repairs to the house. Yet, no action is being taken by the city to insure that
prompt corrections are being made.
Students have finally reached the boiling point, they no longer want to live in
the San Jose student ghetto.

Guest Room.

Vote ’Yes’ on Measure A
By JOHN MERCER
There are too many cars out on the
road!
Go away for the weekend? Are you
crazy? It would be more hazardous than
relaxing at home.
What is needed in rapidly growing
Santo Clara County is a new type of
transportation in order to reduce, if not
eliminate. automobile usage.
The county government estimates that
there are 20,000 households without
automobiles and approximately 110,000
households with only one automobile.
:Twenty one per cent of the county’s
population over the age of 16, or
200,000 persons, do not drive or are
unable to drive for a variety of reasons.
Nevertheless, they need transportation
also.
Based upon the AAA’s formula of
nvisrone annual cost of owning an non.

mobile, each family now spends on
average of $1,527 per year (11 cents a
mile) to keep one car on the road. That
is over $3,000 per year for the two -car
family. One must -tip his hat- to this
three -car family.
What will the county taxpayer have to
takeout of his pocket to establish o new
transportation system?
The proposed Santa Clara Rapid
Transit District would require a majority
vote to institute a one-half per cent sales
tax which would acquire approximately
$10 million each year.
This tax would provide sufficient
revenues to institute and properly maintain an interim transit system until
engineering details are completed on
the ultimate transit link for oil cities in
need.
This source of revenue (tax) cannot b
realized without ’Yes votes on Proposi
tinn A.
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By Ken Cost
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Justice Felix Frankfurter

For Better
Or Worse

These same people contend that it is
only just that doctors and lawyers be
paid their relatively exorbitant salaries
because of the years of training required
to enter either of these professions. This
training, they further state, runs into
thousands of dollars, and graduates of
medical and low schools must receive
compensation after entering their
chosen fields.

"This is the news..."

Thrust and Parry

Pro -Unions; P olice Brutality
’Clouded Mind’
Editor.
In rebuttal to the article concerning
the validity of farm labor unionization, I
would like to clear up the clouded mind
of the Circle K president, Kory Carman.
The gentleman refers to the unionization process as an enemy institution
of the farm worker. This is a gross
speculation, for he is inferring that
workers are happy with the condition of
their social and economic state.
Lets redefine the enemy by exposing
to the public continued resistance by
growers to the union s demands for
recognition and the right of collective
bargaining. Corporate farms or the agribusiness industry has bitterly opposed
unionization. These companies recruit
strikebreakers who are green card"
immigrants who reside in Mexico and
make seasonal migrations to deprive
the domestic laborer from a justified
wage.
The farm labor force ranks lowest in
annual income of all occupational
groups in the U.S. Figures from the U.S.
Department of Agriculture, as late as
January 1969, reveal an hourly wage
ranging from $1 an hour to $1.75 an
hour. Mr. Carman claims that he earned
$3 an hour for farm work is hard --but
didn t reveal whether or not he earned
this on his father’s farm. Indeed he may
proclaim himself as truly fortunate, for
he is not one of the 3.1 million persons
in 1965 whose annual income averaged
$2,900an average which includes all
sources of income.
The letter further states: That the
farmer runs on a basis of pure competition.- I am appalled by your ignorance,
Mr. Carman, for the fact is that pure
competition- is nonexistent in the agricultural marketplace of California.
Both small family formers and field
workers are at a competitive oligarchy
in selling their labor and products in
California. Unionization of these
gigantic farming corporations will help
the small former by making his labor
worth more.
Your argument on the education as
the only solution to the plight of the farm
worker is rather inconsistent. Children
of agricultural workers are excluded
from child labor and school attendance
laws. Their education does not begin
with EOP, Mr. Carman, but in the
formative years of elementary school.
Only through unionization and attainment of better living wages, will the
child be liberated from the burden of
helping sustain his family.
It is gratifying to see your remorse
when Chicano’s -rally behind the word
Heulga and a little flag, for your
clouded mind impedes your vision to the
force and spirit which magnifies this
-little flag- a thousand fold. Que Viva La
Huelga!
Jim Garcia

’Ugly Mess’
Editor:
The Tac Squad broke into the crowd at
the ’Murphy for Senator- rally Thursday
night at San Jose Civic Auditorium.
They began to push and shove people
bock. Those who protected themselves
from the four -foot
prodders- were
cruelly beaten back.
The police charged into the crowd.
Panic turned away those persons lucky
enough to be toward the rear of the
crowd. Less fortunate persons were
caught between the crowd and the
police clubs.
Cops raced by me as I stepped out of
their way.

A small gathering of persons was not
as lucky as I was. A hot-headed cop (the
name S. Wilson was sewn into his riot
jacket) began to beat the group.
A girl’s legs were cut out from under
her She slumped to the hood of a car
holding her domaged knee.
It can happ,,n here. It did happen
here. Police os arreoction and violence.
The sad part about the whole ugly
mess was that ...Lich violence could have
been avoided. The crowd would have
listenedthey would have moved
without a brital beating.
But there is no need to have a crowd
listen when ’you’ve got a club!
Bruce McClelland
A19892
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’Unpardonable
By DR. JC.-iN BUNZEL
SJS President
What began as a peuceful protest
against the national involvement in the
Vietr ,rn War, turned into an angry,
obscene and violent demonstration
agai.ist the President of the United
States. This type of protest, whatever its
underlying motivation, is unpardonable
and in some ways obscene in itself.
A large part of the group demonstrating, numbering approximately one
thousand, held a rally at the edge of the
SJS campus and then marched to the
Civic Auditorium to voice their protest.
Less than half of these were our
students. Inside the Auditorium were 15
of our student body leaders, serving to
keep the situation calm and within the
boundaries of acceptable protest.
Unfortunately, some of the demonstrators outside felt compelled to resort
to rhysical, rather than vocal protest.
None of the arrested demonstrators
were SJS students.
President Nixon has repeatedly
commented that the antics of a few of
our youth should not be construed as the
actions of the majority of our young
people. In this I agree. Twenty-four
thousand of our students, and most of
them oppose our notional involvement
in Vietnam, did not enter into that form
of protest. They deserve no censure for
the mindless acts of a few.

Staff Comment

Rutherford
By JOE WU
As a part of the Daily’s recent voter
education series on local candidates, I
interviewed the two major candidates in
the 14th State Senatorial district --Republican incumbent Clark L. Bradley
and Democratic challenger John B.
Rutherford.
-Bradley has a number of concepts
which might have been valid in the days
when San Jose had 50,000 people, but
they fail miserably today.- (San Jose Sun,
Oct. 28.)
Bradley deserves a retirement now
Ru;herford offers concrete, well
thought-out proposals as solutions to the
problems of environment, welfare,
education, low enforcement procedures
and training, and social health problems
such as abortion and birth control.
John Rutherford is a peace candidate.
John Rutherford deserves a chance to
change this society which has so many
problems.
Vote for John Rutherford on Tuesday.

To circumvent this argument, social
democracy would remove the expense
of training and thus remove any need for
compensation.
The education of students preparing
for these professions ---and all other
students
for that matter ---would be
provided at state expense. This plan
would allow members of the legal and
medical professions to practice at
reduced rates without suffering drastic
cuts in material benefits over the span of
a lifetime.
As noted above, however, this plan
circumvents the argument concerning
extreme compensation. The argument
itseii, I feel is lacking in merit.
While it is true that prospective
attorneys and physicians spend several
years training for their occupations, isn’t
the same also true of other students?
College-trained journalists who enter
the newspaper field start at slightly
more than $7,000 per year and, after
several years, reach a top reporter’s
salary of around $11,000 annually.
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Perhaps a better example is that of
students who wish to become teachers.
These individuals must study at least
five years before they receive teaching
credentials.
After receiving these credentials, they
still mustcontinue their education if they
hope to advance in their occupation.
Although teachers’ salaries vary greatly,
it is more than safe to assume that the
average teacher makes only a fraction
of the annual salary of the average
doctor or lawyer.
Others will argue that journalists and
teachers can receive their training at
state-supported colleges and universities (such as SJS). Medical schools and
law schools, they will continue, are not
financed by the government.
There is no way to find fault with this
contention ---at least not under our
present system of government. To
finance the specialized training of
medical and law students, the state
could employ surplus funds from the
national health and legal aid plans.
This country needs well -trained
professionals to minister to its citizens’
medical and legal problems. It does not
need these services to be priced out of
the range of the common man.
Social democracy is the only logical
answer.
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News Review

War Drug Abuse
Compiled From Associated Press
SAIGON -The U.S. Army expressed grave concern
Friday about an increasing number of American servicemen
killed or hospitalized by narcotics abuse in Vietnam.
In 1970 alone, the Army announced, there have been 25
confirmed deaths from drugs, another 64 suspected as
caused by drugs and more than 700 drug -related hospital
cases.
An official memorandum said the problem involved was
not only marijuana, which always has been abundant in
South Vietnam, but narcotic drugs such as heroin which are
addictive.
By labeling drug abuse "a matter of grave concern," the
Army shifted from a stand of two months ago when officials
claimed the increase in narcotics usage was insignificant.

’Victory For The Enemy
SAN FRANCISCO -Gov. Reagan said Friday the antiwar
demonstrators who hurled missiles and curses at President
Nixon’s car Thursday night in San Jose "are a disgrace to
California, to the human race."
Reagan said in an interview taped for television, "This is
not dissent anymore. this little band are not pacifists, they
don’t want peace. They have sold out to the other side. They
want victory for the enemy."
Reagan answered "no," when asked if he felt fear as he,
Nixon and Sen. George Murphy drove from the San Jose
Municipal Auditorium with the vehicle pelted with rocks.
"Nor was there any fear inside the car," said the governor.
He said as they drove through the crowd "most of us were
giving the peace sign back to them through the windows
because nothing infuriates them more."
Reagan said he was struck by the looks on the faces of the
most radical of the group as he drove by. He said their faces
were "livid with hatred."
"They weren’t even rational human beings anymore and
like most mobs, they were cowardly."
Earlier, in San Jose, Reagan had said, "I express my
contempt on behalf of the citizens of California" for what
happened during the Nixon visit.

Campus Property Insurance
STANFORD-Campus violence and substantial losses are
forcing some of the biggest universities in the country to
consider a voluntary property insurance pool, says a university insurance expert.
Robert M. Beth, Stanford University insurance manager
and president of the National University Insurance Manager
Association, said last week the pool is getting good support
and could be formed by next July 1.
Beth said from 1965 to 1969 for 41 universities studied
property premiums were $13.6 million while losses paid were
$8.2 niillion, a loss ratio of 60 per cent.
"In 1969," he added, "the loss ratio jumped to 97 per cent."
Beth said the proposed university property pool "would
spread property losses among participating institutions., It
is conceivable that a similar program could be made available to smaller colleges through the National Association of
College and University Business officers."

Dr. Abernathy
Speaks Here
Next Week
Dr. Ralph Abernathy,
president of the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference and a highly acclaimed spokesman for
black Americans, will speak
at SJS on Monday, Nov. 9, at
8 p.m. in the College Union
Ballroom. Everyone is
invited to attend.
Together with the late Dr.
Martin
Luther
King,
Dr. Abernathy organized
voter registration drives,
freedoms rides, community
protests and campaigns to
mobilize the poor . He was
one of the main organizers
behind the 1955 bus boycott
in Montgomery that is considered to be the beginning of
the civil rights movement.

DR. RALPH ABERNATHY
Speaks next week
Dr.
Abernathy,
who
became president of the
SCI.0 immediately following
the death of Martin I.uther
King Jr., recently completed
a "March Against Repression," a 110 -mile march
through Georgia from Perry
to Atlanta which culminated
in the largest demonstration
for peace and dissent ever
held in the South.

By KAREN PETTERSON
Daily Political Writer
Citing the Indochina War
as the major cause of campus unrest, incumbent Ctingressinan Charles Gubser
expressed his views on campus radicals and other issues
confronting today’s political
candidates.
Gubser thinks "students
themselves will be the
stablizing influence on campus dissidents." Candidate
for reelection in the 10th
Congressional
District,
Gubser faces democrat
Stuart McLean in the election tomorrow.
The congressman said he
is in favor of the President’s
plan for Vietnamizat ion, but
added he is for "just about
anything that will get us out
of Vietnam." In the Mideast,

’Unrest a Phase’
away.
He added that some students are badly misinformed
and commit violence to
create difficulties for "those
of us who are working
through the system for
change."
Universities are also unprepared for the changes
students insist are needed,
he said.
"I know how turned off
students get when they see
police
on
campuses,"
Edwards said. He said that
some cases, like the Jackson
state killings, were "legalized police lynchings....But
we should help the police all
we can by getting rid of the
tensions fomenting unrest
and violence and in professionalizing police work."
The average policeman’s
salary is $6,000 a year, forcing him to moonlight,
explained Edwards. And in

many areas, "not this one
however," the average
educational level is usually
around the ninth -grade.
Edwards was critical of
President Nixon’s vietnamization program, commenting that it is based on the
"let’s you and him fight"
premise.
"I’m in favor of the
proMcGovern -Hatfield
posal," he said. "We should
set a date and get out completely."
He also said he is against
the ABM, SST and produduction of B-1 bombers. "All
the B -1’s will be used for is to
fight those countries without
sophisticated armaments."
Edwards cited cleaning up
water and air as antipollution priorities, -It
would take $54 billion over a
five-year period to clean up
the nations water, according to Edwards, "and that’s
Vietnam for half a year."

Black Women Get Ironic Status
Love is a
Spirit
Its language
Is silent.

Pozse Raiae
9th & Santa Clara
lose 295472

Political Ad

Role-Ruled Home Weak

Continued from page 1.
Miss Flexner metiffona in
her book a slaver who wrote
dispassionately but in detail
about the women slaves. The
slaver wrote, "I saw pregnant women give birth to
babies while chained to corpses which our drunken overseers had not removed.. .The
younger women fared best at
first as they were allowed to
come on deck as companions
for our crew...Toward the
end of the run, which lasted
nearly six weeks, the mortality thinned out the main
hold, and some scores of
women were driven below as
company for the males."
BLACKS FIGHT BACK
The slaves often tried to
fight their captors. The black
people went on hunger
strikes or jumped overboard
rather than be taken to this
country as slaves.
But more often than not
the slaves were unable to win
over their oppressors.
Before the slavers brought
them to America the black
people were taken to the
West Indies for "seasoning"
and training.
By force and coercion the
white masters taught them
to speak English, do plantation work and probably
most important of all they
were taught to worship the
God of the Christians.
Political Ad

WILL WE BREATH EASIER?
Air Pollution Problems Are Not Solved By Rapid Transit
Transit will handle about 5% of the trips
according to county transit planners.
This means 95% of the smog is still with
US.

(assuming no transit induced growth)
The clean air car race proved that 1980
air standards could be acheived long
before county rapid transit could be
built.

By 1830 there were about
- Iviomillion black pee.41 And
by the time the Civil War
broke out the figure had
reached four million.
SOME TREATED BETTER
A few slaves were treated
better than non -human, but
as it was for the white
woman, they had no freedom. For most black women
there was not even the consideration usually afforded
to a white woman that her
children would remain with
her, for the slavemasters felt
no shame at splitting up husband and wife and mother
and children to sell them in
the marketplace.
For white women, at least,
there was the chance that
she would be treated with
kindness, but not with
equality within the home.
home.
For the black woman slave
life was little more than continuous punishment and degradation. For as a woman
she suffered additional prejudice because of her sex.
CHILDREN SOLD
The white males did not
hesitate to use the black
woman for "breeding purposes" to give her owner a
supply of salable merchandise. Sojourner Truth bore
many children only to have
several of them sold as
slaves.
The black woman also had
no defense against the sexual
abuse and rape afflicted
upon her by her white
male master. This practice
often meant she was often
less than the male.
Miss Flexner writes that,
the African
"Although
matriarchal pattern had
becri largely destroyed,
slave life itself gave the
SPF:(3,4f, MSCOUNT

Planned BART Tie-In Will Destroy
S.C. Valley Environment
BART growth has already added 400 stories
in San Francisco. Speculators and developers are battling the people for additional
water front high-rise zoning.
HART stimulated 9,000 acre residential development (one developer) in
Lafayette, Moraga Hills-- low cost housing or high profits.
DEMAND PROPER TRANSIT PLANNING,
vote NO on Measure A. Force a repeal of
enabling legislation (51149 1969)
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War Cited as Cause of Unrest

Democratic Incumbent

EDITOR’S
NOTE:
Another in a series of articles interviewing congressional and legislative
candidate in Santa Clara
County.
By ELLEN BEVIER
Daily Staff Writer
Incumbent Rep. Don
Edwards, 0-Ninth District,
termed campus unrest a
"passing phase" that will
"come and go," in an
interview last week.
Edwards commented that
today’s young generation
lacks the discipline of a
depression and have had the
time to think about and
observe the "materialistic
aspects of society they don’t
care for."
Adding that the draft and
the war in Vietnam are at the
root of unrest, Edwards said
that even if those two factors
were eliminated campus unrest wouldn’t necessarily go
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Republican Incumbent

Negro woman a unique
status. It was not only that in
the constant flux of slave
relations her relationship to
her children was clear while
the father’s was often not,
but also that in addition to
her capacity as a worker, the
owner profited from her
child-bearing and rearing her young."
IRONIC S1 ATUS
However ironic it sounds
the black woman achieved
an erasable dignity while
many white women remained under complete
domination of the males.
Of this aspect Miss
Flexner writes, "As a rule
the Negro woman as wife
and mother was the mistress
of her cabin, and, save for
the interference of master
or overseer, her wishes in
regard to mating and family
matters were paramount

the key to peace is the
elimination of Russian
missile bases along the Suez,
he said.
He supported the sale of
arms and equipment to
Israel, but declared that
there is "no reason to send
American men over there to
fight."
On domestic policies,
Gubser supports most of
President Nixon’s programs.
He considers education to be
of top priority in the country,
and added that federal aid
should be concentrated on
institutions
of
higher
learning.
Today’s
Spartan
Daily includes the final
interviews with legislative and congressional
candidates in Santa
Clara County. Republican 22nd Assembly
candidate Richard Hayden was the only county
political aspirant who
was not inteniewed.
The Daily made several
attempts to contact
Hayden. However, he
did not respond.

Focus
6: 05 -Spartan
"Campus Canines" by Judy
Welter
6:10-Spartan Spectrum News of SJS and other colleges
6:15-Bill Craig’s Periodic
Interview
6:45-Bill Hall Show
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Scotland
FISH ’N’ CHIPS

17 East Santa Clara St.
Rifted Door To Roos Atkins

by One $1 Fish
Dinner and Get
One

Free
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San Jose Civic
Auditorium
Thursday, Nov. 12th
’Student
Group Discount
Tickets On Sale:
San Jose Box Office
912 Town and
Country Village
246-116

THE

OLD POSSUM
NATURAL FOOD
STORE. IS
NOW

OPEN
FOR BUSINESS
478

SO. 10TH ST.

(CORNER OF WILLIAMS)
PHONE 287-3100
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A Fat rite
I’,, t.iirryond

01111EA FPO()
You’ll love our tasty
foods as well as all
our other menu treats.
Come see us soon and
savor our truly great
meals.

1

A DA 1F Willi JO JO THE DOG
FACED BOY
AN AR,CHOKE HEART AND,OR
IVER
3 THE UNUSED PORTION OF EUROPE
4 AN INCREDIBLE ea X 29 CIRCUS
POSTER IN FULL COLOR FEATURING
CAPTAIN MAX BORDIN1 (PICTURED HERE, AND MORE
THAN A DOZEN OTHER 1CTS SO SENSELESS THEY HAVE
BEEN PERFORMED ONE Y ONCE
2

aFun Won
Restaurant
Iv,

COMPLETE DETAILS AND EIOX TOPS WILL BE FOUND
CONVENIENTLY ATTACHED 10 THE BRAND NEW
SCREAMING YELLOW ._ONKERS PDX WHICH IS
COVERED WITH BRAND NEW CRAZY WRITING

72 E. Santa Clara Si.
San Jose, Calif,
T. 297-7194

I.

FOR JUST
A LITTLE BREAD

IS HERE
Monday -Friday
8:30-3:00p.m.
COLLEGE UNION
4111LIF*111-11LIF*41W4squiusunS

-

41

10% DISCOUNT
For Students & Faculty

1. New cars starting from 51,795.00.
2. Over 100 quality, guaranteed dommastic and foreign used cars.
3. Complete lease program. (New cars
under $50.00 monthly)
4. Complete rental service $6.00 daily,
6c a mile, "Free Gas"
5 Complete body and fender -foreign
and domestic -free estimates. Loaners available.
6 Complete transmission service -standard and automatic -overhauled for
as little as $99.50.
7 Expert tune up service -domestic and
foreign for as little as $5.95 labor.
8 Lowest rates on all neneral mechanical repair, all makes and models.
9 Complete storage facilities inside or
out for autos, trailers, motor cycles
campers and boats -as low as $10.00
monthly.
10. Bank financing on an purchases
of the above for as low as 6%.

MOTOR IMPORTS
*TAR
Market St
286 6500
375 So

*4*** ********
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Such Consummate Artistry Is A Rare
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"Explosive control makes
more sense than gun
control," said Gubser. He
fee!s gun control in this
country has not been
effective up to now.

Gubser is totally opposed
to off-shore oil drilling "I don’t want to see another
Santa Barbara."He feels
that as much available
revenue as possible should
be spent on anti-pollution
measures.
Although in favor of dissemination of birth control
information, Gubser said he
cannot support abortion because he fcels it is taking a
human life.
Gubser did vote in favor of
the first phase of the ABM
system, but does not support
expansion of this type of
defense system. The U.S.
does need the B-1 bomber, he
feels, to gi- e this country
"more strength at the negotiating table."
Of the President’s welfare
reform program Gubser
said, "I vihed for it in the
House, however the Senate is
discoverini, loopholes and
weaknesses that we missed.
I think vie definitely need
some type of restructuring of
the welfare program."

Neither economic necessity
nor tradition had instilled in.
her the spirit of subordination to masculine
authority."
NEXT: Women were not
given the vote; they fought
for it.
KSJS LOG
90.7 FM
6:00 -Spartan Newsline World, State, local news

In the area of drug abuse,
Gubser ,avors a strong
crackdown on drug traffic
from other countries.

A Phenomenon
Ihrtuosilsi

99C

to be exact

You can make the MOO outstanding record
buys of the year. Take your pick from artists
such as "Traffic", "Mama’s and Papa’s"
and "The Lavin’ Spoonful". Monaural only.
Music to save by at the Spartan Bookstore.
511441(414
j:
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Booters Challenge Chico
In ’Key’ Game Tonight
By MIKE CONLEY
Daily Sports Writer
SJS soccer team will be
playing their second crucial
game within a week when
they play host to Chico State
tonight at 8 in Spartan Stadium. Though a non-conference contest, the results
could have a large influence
on selections to NCAA
regional berths.
The Spartans, with their 22 tie against the University
of San Francisco Wednesday, will finish the season

III a tie for the conference
title with the Dons providing
neither team loses another
league encounter. If that is
the case, then the NCAA
selection committee will
have to choose one of the
teams as the conference representative
in
the
regionals.
The team that isn’t chosen
then has a chance for qualifying for the at-large berth,
but Chico, with its 6-0 record,
will also have to be considered. The winner of to-

night’s game might be given
an edge by the selection
committee.
Chico is a much improved
team over recent years, employing a sharp passing
game similar to the Spartans. In their first six games,
they outscored their opponents 20-2.
Coac,, Julie Menendez said
of Chico, "They’re not a big
team, they’re about the
same size as us, and not that
physical."
Leading the visitors attack
will be winger Otey Cannon.
Cannon has already broken
the all-time scoring record
at Chico and has 12 goals to
his credit this year. Another
strong scoring threat is
Gerry Simms who plays the
other wing position.
The task of stopping Cannon will most likely be given
to Spartan fullback Ulf
Trondsen, who did such a
good job of stopping British
Gary
ace
Columbia’s
Thompson when the two
teams met Oct. 16.

Utah Gridders Edge Spartans
By Mike Duggan
Daily Sports Editor
In a game that resembled
the SJS-Long Beach gamerr
both in perfot mance and
outcome,
the
Spartan
gridders managed to drop a
13-9 decision to Utah,
Saturday night in Spartan
Stadium.
As in the Long Beach
game, lost by SJS, 7-3, the
Spartans were continuously
knocking at the door, but
failed to score a touchdown
in a most frustrating game
that brought the SJS
seasonal record to 2-6.
Consider the following.
SJS outgained the Ules on
the ground, 106-79. The
Spartans outpassed Utah by
156-118. The total offense
showed an advantage of 262197 for the Spartans. SJS
picked up 17 first downs to 15
for the visitors. Utah lost the
game’s only fumble, and
thanks to Jimmie Lassiter,
the Spartans had 96 yards in
punt returns.
Four important plays led
directly to the final outcome.
The first crucial play came

Intramurals
DEFENSIVE STANDOUTS-Al Rodrigues (above), senior
fullback from Hawaii in action against USF Wednesday. The
U.S. Olympic team member had a great game in the 2-2
double overtime game. In action below is Spartan Erni
Tronelsen, also against USF.
-Daily photos by Wayne Salvatore

A mandatory meeting for
all basketball team captains
will be held tomorrow in MG
201 at 3 p.m. Tuesday is also
the last day that table tennis
entries will be accepted by
the intramural office.
Pre -season comes to an
end tonight in the men’s gym

near the end of the second
period
when
Spartan
quarterback Ivan Lippi just
overthrew a wide open Al
Ghysels in the end zone.
Early in the third period,
with the score tied at 6-6, the
Spartans came out moving.
Following an 11 yard punt
return by Lassiter, halfback
Larry Brice and fullback
Dale Knott moved SJS to the
Utes 16. However, a 15-yard
clipping penalty thwarted
that touchdown drive, as

Spring Semester, 19tit

Bahai Club, 8 p.m., H 2.
TODAY
Mexican-American Grad Seminar.
Studies, 8:30 a.m., C.U. TOMORROW
Spartan Shields, 6:30 p.m.,
Montalvo Rooms.
Recreation Advisory C.U. Pacifica Room.
American Marketing
Board, 9: 30 a.m., C.U. Almaden and Costanoan Rooms. Association (AMA), 7 pm..
SDS, 10 a.m., C.U. Umun- Zorba’s Restaurant, 1350 S.
Bascom Ave. Guest speaker
hum Room.
German Club, 1 p.m., C.U. will be Jack Naylor, regional
marketing manager of
Diablo.
Institute of Electronic Proctor & Gamble.
ESC: -7 p.m., HB-208.
Engineers, 1 p.m., E-132
Birth control methods class.
Lecture,
Student Affairs Com- The various methods and
r ttee, 1:30 p.m., C.U. their availability are discussed.
Pacheco Room.
Spartan Oriocci, 7 p.m.,
Spartan Shields, 6.30 p.m.,
C.U. Costanoan. Preparation
C.U. Pacifica Room.
upcoming volleyball
Alpha Phi Omega, 7 p.m., for
tournaments. Everyone welC.U. Diablo Room.
School of Business, 7 p.m., come.
Sierra Club, 7:30 p.m.,
C.U. Pacifica Room.
Business Minority Enroll- C.U. Almaden Room.
Women’s Liberation, 7:30
ment Committee, 7 p.m.,
p.m., C.U. Guadalupe Room.
C.U. Pacifica Room.
Billet Foundation, 7 p.m., WEDNESDAY
Students Helping Other
SD 114. Beginning Hebrew
People, 7 p.m., C.U. Pacifica
lessons.
Room.
Open to all interested
Alpha Phi Omega, 7 p.m.,
students.
C.U. Costanoan.
Baptist Student Union, 10
Office of Civil Defense, 7
a.m., C.U. Manzanita Room.
p.m., E 328.
Alpha Eta Rho, 7:30 p.m.,
International
Student
Medical Society, 8 p.m., C.U. C.U. Costanoan Room.
FRIDAY
Guadalupe Room.
German Club, 1 p.m., C.U.
SJS Dames, 8 p.m., C.U.
Diablo Room.
Almaden Room.
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Tom & Jerry’s Fish & Chips
Presents
Spartan Nite!
Eat Lots A Fish
I no limit
Mon. & Tues. Nite
only
1054 Story Rd. (next to Fry’s Market1

ou

4" RED EARN
fiet~
250 E Santa Clara

MAKE IT. FINE WiNE Si 00 a gal
BREW 8 cents a qt. Beer & Wine
Books & Recipes Crocks Malt Hops
Grape Concentrates
FREE AD.
VICE BEGINNERS START HERE!
Located in the Arts 8. Crafts Center
Ph 248.6680, 1855 The Alameda. THE
CALIFORNIA WINEMAKER.
!tier I itee
nrent yogryglenung roar

s one mpitnv-

everycei
cigarette pack brought to 540 S. 5th. St.
Please Help!!

FREE one JUJITSU lesson No obIi
gation. Classes The 8. Fri 730 9.00
p rn No contracts Student Rate $15
month, Girls welcome. ACADEMY OF
SELF DEFENSE, 701 7A Kings Row,
San Jose (near 10th & Gish).
SAM WANTS YOU
Students, all
majors welcome. See both on 7th St
FALL DEADLINE SPECIAL for
Party Mate’s 10 interesting, on cam.
pus. computer dates. 52 for gals, 54 for
guys Chance on fail drawing of Cash
Prizes. (Top prize S100) Dates mailed
and winners announced Nov 12. Write
now for questionnaire
PARTY
MATE. P0 Box 38, Dayton, Ohio
45405 Last acceptable postmark Nov.

ro011i1Dici

zog
Need Help?
Just
Ask!

PLUS
JOHNNY DUNCAN
Liw

AND HIS
SOUTHERN
GENTLEMEN

A Ile -
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.410"10.4
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78 Ss. 4th. St.
Next to Campus.

One grey striped kitten (11 wk) friend.
Iv. Box trained After 2 a.m. at 732’
3776
CONSERVATION FORUM Meeting,
Nov 4, ’70 1 p.m. S 236 Discussion of
Prop. 20.
MANY THANKS TO ALL STUDENTS
WHO CONTRIBUTED TO THE A.S.
Blood Bank. It is your unselfish action
that has been such a help to my family
In time of need Susan Bernal
EUROPE CHARTER FLIGHTS.
Several schedules roundtrip or oneway From West Coast to London,
Amsterdam, Frankfurt. Coordinator.
Professor Margaret Patel, 247 ROy.
croft Ave Long Beach 90803. 430.2179.
Lessons - FOr Males &
Females. Mon. or Thur. or Sun. Even.
ing classes avail. No contract. 901 N.
8th 11. E. Nodding. Sponsor** by:
Society of KungFu. Call 292.4S30.

912 Town & Country Village, S.J.
246-1160

1111

IOR SAll

FREE Room L board tor girl over 18
as a companion Phone Robert at 296,
2308.

I

U.S. SURPLUS: Combat boots, Field
jackets; Camping supplies; Navy Pea
Coats; Bell bottom pants (Denim
WhItes)S; London Bobby
Wool
Capes; Sp nish Leather Jackets. HIP.
PIE FASHIONS: Furs L Leather.
JACK & PAT’S 3rd HAND STORE. 375
E. Nodding St. S.J. Also: 7036 Thorn.
ton Ave., Newark. 10. 5 Mon. Thur. 10
.6 Fri. & Sat.
RECORD & TAP 1 SALE! I have con.
sections with a wholesaler and can
supply all the cu,..ert LP records and
most tapes at 40 er cent discount. All
55 LP’s sell for $3.06, $6 LP’s for $3.62,
etc. All sales are on a special order
basis. Place your Irder by Tues., pickup Fri. of the same weak. Mrs. 9 a.m.
$ p.m. Mon Fri . CALL for informa
lion, 298.0700 Pal 538 S. Oth. IT’S
LEGIT. Now taring orderz for Christ.
mos.
SKIS - YAMAHA Paramount G.S.
Fiberglass. 2C3cm Exclnt. Condition,
Biodings. Used one
Neva,
Look
season by part time Instr. PO. call 21161365 eves.
VW Ski Rack .59. Yashica Electra 33
& 1.48, Aux.
ante EXCELLENT
CONDITION Mt Call Rich 293-4147.

1L110111011V/
VW REPAIR, New, Rebuilt or Used
Parts, Save Son Labor I. Parts I will
buy your broken down or wrecked VW.
Herbert, 82 Goodyear. SJ, 292.3768.

FRIDAY FLICKS: The Shoes of the
Fisherman Anthony Quinn Morris
Dailey Aud. 7 10 p.m. Fri. Nov. 6.00
cents.
My trimly ’64 Pontiac Tempest. 6
cylinder auto. New tires, one. sound.
UM Shirley, 39441741, Rm. 123 EveS,
IT NOV. 3.

VOTE ON MASS

One day

Two days

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

2.00

lines

.50

Single Girl to share 2 Bdr Apt. 595 per
month w pool and good location. Call
Mary at 295.0294 or 265.6795. Upper
div. or Grad. preferred,
Large. new opertmeM with pool to
share with serious female student (I’m
female pre-rnecl) 10 mi. from Campus.
225.0072.
Female Roommate Needed Now!!
Furn., appliances, Pool. 11/2 blks. from
campus 1 Bdrm. $70. 293.3451.
College Approved House. Double
Room for rent, one person occupying It
now. 146 S. 10th. For info. Call 295.9412.

AKAI M.I EEEEEE CORDER AND
SS110 SPEAKERS 5225.00 967.6673

Liberal 4th girl roommate needed to
2 bedroom apt. at 12th and San
Antonio. 298.6721 aft. 4 p.m. Prefer
over 21.

V.W. Supercharger, Rootes type
$70.80. Concord 330 autorewrse tape
recorder. S’i reels $55.00. 378-5475.
BATIKS BEAUTIFULI To see near
campus, Call 2819689.

snare

Need Male Roommate to share apt
With 3 others. Pool. 552.50 a mo. 555 So.
10th 209-9230,
GIRL: 2 bdrm. mod, fur. apt. Own
room. Nr. 5.15. Pool, SM. Late nee
calls OK. No calls Wknd bhv. 1.5. 298.

1313.

2 BDRM Unfurn Apts. $125. New
Drams & Paint. AEK. Wash Facie.
ties. S min from SJSC. 293.5999.

CHRONOSPORT watches & timers:
All watches & timers Guarantved.
From $15 call 227-1723.
AQUARIUMS: Built to your Specifier
Sons. Find New High & Space-Out oft
your own Tropical Fish. Jim. 295.8709.

Mature couple needs 1 Bdrm Apt
Clean, Rtes. Near School as of Jan 1,
289 1525.

Raleigh Super-Course. 10 so. 24 in.
Call Paul at 259.9731. Best Offer.

Tow Female Roommates Needed to
share a 3 likIrm apt. with 3 Others. 470
S. 11th. No. 24, 297.$200.

ARNOLD PLAMER,
1 1 3 Woods
ARNOLD PAL.
2,3,4,6,7.8,9, irons
MER. Phone 269.3447, Sat. & Sun. IL
12) 073.00

One Roommate Needed. Prefer upper
division. 558.03 mo. 4 blks, from
campus. Call 287.9917,

VOTE ON MASS TRANSIT NOV. 3.
Hill, W111110,0

VOTE ON MASS TRANSIT NOV. 3
51061115

FRIDAY FLICKS: The Shoes of the
Fisherman. Anthony Guinn. Morris
Dailey Amid . 7 L 10 p.m. Fri. Nov. 6 50
cents.
PART.TIME-Local Office 1. machine
equip. Co. Is interested In SAM mem
bars for carrer mgt. position. Co. Rap.
will beat SAM meeting, Monday, Nov
2.
IT NOV. 3.

VOTE ON MASS

GRADUATE STUDENTS 13 or 4) to
share lg. furnished 3 bdrm. 2 bath apt.
AEK, pool, garage, 5240. 296-5187 or
296.6220.
FRIDAY FLICKS, The Shoes of the
Fisherman. Anthony Quinn. Morris
Dailey Aud. 7 & 10 p.m. Fri. Nov. 6. 50
cents.

neat, clean, responsible
WANTED
married couple over 21 to manage
opts Apply at 635 So. 11th St No. I,
San Jose after 7 p.m. only

0%1 61111 11111011
LOST slack Binder at corner of fifth S.
Reed Contains Biol 123 notes. if found
please call 2456114 aft 5.
FOUND.13130 Blk Brn w chest. Fe
male No tall Med Size Found at
Williams St Park. Last week. 2191 5199.
Binder, Between
LOST: 0
PC R and P0 Bullting. $5 reward.
Ceti 295 4504 Mike

SURPLUS and GOODIES, Field
Jackets, Pea Coats, Bell Bottom
Pants, Clothing, Poly foam. Camping
supplies. BackPack gear, Boots, and
other far out items BARGAIN CITY,
260 N. 1st St. Hrs, 10 6, Thurs tit 9.
Closed Sunday.
FAST ACCURATE, Experienced
typist, can Edit. Four miles from
campus. Mrs. Aslanian 291.4104.
HELP SELF BY HELPING OTHERS
55 00 S40 00 MO. FOR BLOOD OR
PLASMA. PRESENT STUDENT
ACTIVITY CARD FOR 150. TIME.
31.00 BONUS. CALIF. BLOOD BANK,
35 S. Almaden S.J. PH. 294-6535 (Opposite Greyhound Depot).
TYPIST
Eitird. Papers, resumes,
etc. Student rates! Call 40$ 374-4372.
STUDENT TYPING in my home.
Fast, accurate, minor editing. Mrs.
Baxter, phone: 244.6581.
Fly for cost my 4 place plane & comm.
pilot takes you & friends anywhere for
510 Hr. 244.6079.
Gardening and landscaping, cleaning,
painting, pruning by experienced
man. Lowest prices. Call aft. 3. 293.
3248.
VOTE ON MASS TRANSIT NOV. 3.

Walk to SJS, share with Kitchen Privi.
Urges. 840 per mo., incl. Oil. 377.4061
ANYTIME, 5 6 P.m. is beat.

3 meteor female for toe. 2 bdr. house
near school. 560 mo. Call 272-1009.
Ready Dec 1.

E mlifiting Guitar for sale $25. Come to
Sod S. 10th Apt. 4. No Phone. Ask for
Jack.

ELECEXPERIENCED TYPING
TRIC, Term papers, Thesis, Etc. De
Vendable Mrs. Allen 794.1313.

7

P/RSONALS
Girl in oxygen lung receives one min
free oxygen for every empty cigarette
pack brought to 540 S. 5th. St. Please
help!!
Discouraged? Under Pressure? Need
Help? Get the Daily Habit of Calling
DIAL PEACE OF MIND 294.3333. (3
min.)
SAM WANTS YOU - Students, all
minors welcome. See booth on 7th. St,
ins for meaning
Humanists are
and values within the framework of a
naturalistic philosophy. For free intro
ductory packet, call 294.5017 or write:
HCSJ, P.O. Box 881, S.J. 95106.
Soremsky, only 1 day until the Great
Pumpkin, 12 until Elvis, & 14 until Me
12th, Love, Y.G.P.
VOTE ON MASS TRANSIT NOV. 3.
TRANSPORTATION
EUROPE ISRAEL -EAST AFRICA,
student travel discounts Contact
I.S.C.A. representative Fred, 415143.
1857, Hrs, 4 6 2536 Repent St. Berkeley.
FLY YANKEE! Introductory Flight,
55,00. College Club from S9.00 hr.
Call 259 3775 Western Sport Aviation,
Inc.
VOTE ON MASS TRANSIT NOV. 3.

To Place
an ad:

TYPING, IBM El., roper, editing
Former English teacher. P U
deliver Call Mary Bryner, 244.6444
after 6 00.
TYPING - thesis, term papers, etc .
experienced and FAST11 Phone 269
$674.
AUTO INSURANCE Annual liability
(19.1. a. PPD.) Married or Single age 24
over $89. married 21 12S111 Mr. Toll
241 3900
STEREO’S FOR RENT: Portable or
console free delivery, free service, no
contract Esche’s 251 2598
TV’s FOR RENT: free service, free
delivery in San Jose area, no contract
ESChe’s 251 2591
MOTORCYCLE INSURANCE annual
liability rates 0.125cc $28; 126cc.200cc
20Icc.430cc SRL 431cc.16acc $62
Mr. Neal 371.1177.
EXPERIENCE THESIS TYPING
ELECTRIC Master’s
Reports
Disertations Marianne Tmberg, 1924
Harris Ave. Call 371 0395, San Jose
E XPERIENCED TYPING
ELEC.
TRIC: Term papers, Thesis, Etc De
Mendable Mrs Alien 294 1313.

Come to:
Classified Adv.
Office -J206

MON.-FRI.
10-2:30
Send in handy order blank
Enclosed cash or check.
Make check out to Spartan
Daily Classifieds.

Phone 2946414, Ext, 2486

No refunds on uneelled ode Print your ed tine:
(Count approximately 39 letters and spaces YOr each line)

three days four days

Five days

3.00
3.50

2.40
2.90
3.40
3.90

2.50
3 00
3.50
4.00

.50

.50

.50

.50

Print

Name_

909,
f mimed IS $

kaileintantents (I)
Autellelhe 12)

0 kr rile (3)

LARGE CHEERFUL ROOMS. One w
outside entrance. Other w . balcony.
Both have w -w carpet 8. furnace heat.
406 5 11th St

OLD FURNITURE, ERIC BRAC,
CLOTHING COSTUME JEWELRY,
BOOKS, FTC "CHEAP" WB’s 2nd
HAND EMPORIUM. 957 S. Isl. St.

Cdy

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION

o

2 Bdrni. mdrn, turn, apartment.
5160.00 Cm Blk. S.J.S. 9:30 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Also 3 Bdrm. apt. reduced. Girls: 449
So 10th St 111 baths.

Two Roommates Needed to share a 3
Bdrm apt. with 3 others. 470 s. Ilth.
NO. 24. 1/7-1200.

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

2 SO

2 Bedroom House; very clean;
blk.
from Campus; Faculty Only; Ideal for
single or couple. PhOne 354-1761.

Mad Madeline’ datliv.. back to 1959. A
real collectors item: Exc. Cond. 71
Menet 264.8396 after 5 p.m.

Need extra money for Xmas? Parlor
full time work. Start at S2 per hr. Call
Michael 287-6769.

Add if,:
amount lor
nary addi
tional line

f

’ h’

It 0 ill iN I.n

VOTE ON MASS TRANSIT NOV. 1.

S lines
a lines

SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE

’

VOTE ON MASS TRA.411IT NOV. 3.

$3.00 Per hr., Male & Female Need
Money for food, rent, books, car? if
you are willing to work, we pay 350 hr
After qualifying require care 8. neat
1.ppear Fuller Brush Co 225.S513

4

TICKETS: $5.50, $4.50, $3 50

i

11.1...1.1111 MENEM .1111.1111

’61 Rambler Classic, V 8 power steer
ing
brakes, automatic door lock,
5203.00 or best offer 395-4566

CLASSIFIED RATES

SAT. NOV. 7-8:30 PM
OAKLAND COLISEUM

ll

MEXICO winter 1971 Classes: Art,
literature, Mexican Culture. Earn Full
quarter credit for five weeks In Mexl.
co. Registrar: Box 66041; Seat.le, WA.
90166.

StimmuM
three lines
One dsv
3 limes

MARY TAYLOR
.1111,*1111

Gang-Fu. Include K
&
tional weapons, self defense techniques I forms of North Shaolln, Law
Horn, Praying Mantis, Pa Kua I Tel
Chi Chuan are taught at YMCA, 1717
Alameda, Sr Tel: 291.1717.

MUST SELL: 1152 Willys Jeep ALL
METAL BODY. Rum well, recent re
pairs. Make Offer, Phone: 207.3929
252 7820.

CHARLEY SONNY
PRIDE JAMES

Sun. 1 2a.m..430p.m.
a.m.-8p.rri.
1
2g7-5-44/0
1,64.1

10

1

’al Renault New Clutch 8. Fuel Pump
Good tires. Recent Tune, EXC COND
28 m1:11 in city 5325 Ph 796 5168

1967 ALFA, 1300 Vioce. New Brakes.
Tires, Valves, Dark Green, !mac.
Cond. 51600 or Best offer. 366.144 or
593 7241

SILVA SERVICE

Al? Fresh Fruit & Vegetable Juices At
Our Fruit Juice Bar
OPEN 7 DAYS

Spartan Daily Classifieds

RIGHT ON ROADSTER-69 Datsun
2000. Magi, Michelins, 5 Speed, roll bar
tonneau, 135 H.P., O.H.C. engine,
fanatically maintained by auto major.
53.275. 656-3423, after 5 P.m.

IN PERSON

Served Daily

With natural Cheese

ii

It

SONGWRITERS, MUSICIANS AND
SINGERS WANTED. Call Eric
’hiding at 292 2222.

New Haven rally
to free Bobby
Seale.

nAlmAtiom

*ORGANIC GRAINS * FRUITS-VEG(TABLES

.Mon -Fri. 13a.m.-es.m.
Sat
I.

Opportunity Knockehl Classic Guitar
class for beginners. Starts November
9111 Cali now ,Bob Brandon 275.9472.

Mayday.
A film on the

CNRISTANANDA

II

dance

*VISTA.
.: *Also
Needsi

However, after Bateman
hit a field goal for the 13-9
Redskin advantage, the
Spartans couldn’t come back
as the Utah defensive line
continuously poured in and
dropped Lippi attempting to
pass.

SANDWICHES

(z....coffee

Belly Dancing Instruction Belly Darts
.rig is an earthy dance celebration the
Keys of life. Two classes. Wed. nite
one hour lessons S2.50 or Thurs . night
two hour lessons S3.50. Both classes
cover
steps, veil work and
finger symbol instruct. Come to class
of your choice this week at dance
studio 1378 S. Bascom at 7 p.m.

Spartaguide

Longmire hit tight end Dale
Nosworthy for the games’
only touchdown and a 10-6
Utah lead.
Early in the last period,
Barnes made good on his
third fielder of the evening to
cut.the Utes lead to 10-9

Delicious

ANNOUNUM/N1S

and with the promise of
exciting cage contests to follow when the season starts
on Nov. 5. In an "A" league
match up the high riding
Space Cowboys will be trying
to tame the Lucubrators.
While over in the "B" loop
the In’s wIll be going against
the Blues.
Intramural football ended
on a exciting note as Zoo
broke a deadlocked contest
with seven plays left in last
weeks’ All -college championship game against SAE.
A Neil Sinnot pass to Sheldon
Wong who raced 15 yards for
the score gave Zoo a 12-6 victory.

Larry Barnes made good on
a 41 -yard field goal for a
brief 6-3 Spartan lead.
The play before Barnes
fielder saw end Eric Dahl
drop a perfectly thrown
Lippi pass at the goal line.
Late in the third quarter
and still leading 6-3, Spartan
Bruce Lecuyer was called
for roughing the kicker as
Redskin Mary Bateman
missed on a 42-yard field
goal attempt.
Three plays later. Scooter

1’ Help Warded (4)
[11 Hewing IS?

0 LW and heed CI)

fl

Possensh (7)
Seminal

(n

0 Trorepnetkra (D)

Phone

SENO CHEER, MONEY 10501, 11 CASH TO SPARTAN DAILY CllISIFIEDS
15110
SAN KHE STATE COLLVE, CALIF.
ptease allow two days otter placing ad for it to appear

Den

